CUVR 400: PERMIT REGULATIONS & ENFORCEMENT
Sections 400 – 405 (Fine Schedule 1)

**400: NO CURRENT PARKING PERMIT/DISPLAYED**
All vehicles are required to display a current and valid CU parking permit in order to park on CU campus or property. *(Refer to CUVR 100)*. Any vehicle not displaying a current and valid permit, **even if registered**, will be in violation and will be cited and/or towed accordingly. Vehicles that have been issued a temporary permit for which that permit has expired (in excess of 3 days) will be considered unregistered and cited accordingly *(Refer to CUVR 404)*.

**WARNING:** Any vehicle receiving three (3) tickets for being unregistered may be towed and impounded* at the owner’s expense. Vehicles may remain impounded until registration is complete. A **mandatory $25** release fee will be incurred in addition to registration and any fines or fees. *(Refer to CUVR 805B)*. **NOTE:** all towing and impound fees are imposed by the towing company and are the responsibilities of the vehicle owner.

**WARNING:** In those cases where a vehicle has been immobilized, any vehicle remaining immobilized in excess of 24 hours will be towed at the owner’s expense with no additional warning. *(Refer to CUVR 805B)*.

**401: IMPROPER DISPLAY OF CU PERMIT**
All CU parking permits must be displayed in accordance with CUVR 301, appropriately displayed with nothing blocking the permit number or validation date. **ONLY 1** current CU permit may be displayed on a vehicle at a time. Permits are to be affixed to the front windshield, in the lower corner on the driver’s side. (Exceptions are made for states whose registration is posted in this location.)
For motorcycles, the permit must be affixed to the front fork on the right side.+
Vehicles that display a permit where the numbers or validation dates are obscured or the permit is placed in an inconspicuous place will be cited accordingly.

**402: FRAUDULENT, ALTERED or the MISUSE of a CU PERMIT**
All parking permits are the property of Cedarville University Campus Safety & Security and are issued to a particular vehicle. Permits cannot be given, sold, traded or transferred to another vehicle.
Any attempt to obtain, use, produce or reproduce a CU parking permit in a fraudulent manner is subject to the appropriate citation, towing at the owner’s expense and the immediate loss of all campus driving privileges. *(Refer to CUVR 803)*.

**403: VISITOR PERMITS**
All visitors are requested to obtain a “Visitor Parking Pass” from the Office of Campus Safety & Security.
There is no fee for this permit and the permit is valid for 3 days from date of issue. Visitors who receive a parking ticket are requested to print their name in the space provided on the ticket and turn it into the office of Campus Safety & Security.

403A: Specialized Permits
There are some departments, such as Global Outreach, who maintain and distribute their own visitor parking passes. These passes are recognized as visitor passes and will not be ticketed.

*Without any further notice or warning.*

+It is **NOT** an officer’s responsibility to search a vehicle or to have to attempt to locate a parking permit.
**403B: Exception Permits**
Students who need to park in exception of the regulations for a period longer than a day or two, must notify Campus Safety & Security and request an exception permit. Exception permits are usually issued for cases where academics and work present a conflict in schedules. Exception permits are NOT issued for cases in which classes are “too close together” or “class directly precedes or follows an athletic class or lab”.

**404: TEMPORARY PARKING PERMITS**
Temporary permits are available for a fee of $25 for any member of the Cedarville family who may have to bring an unregistered vehicle (i.e. a rental or temporary replacement vehicle), to the campus but it will not “permanently” replace their previously registered vehicle. These permits are valid up to 21 days, but is limited to one per semester.

**405: TEMPORARY HANDICAP PERMITS**
Cedarville University Campus Safety & Security issues temporary handicap permits based on A physician’s recommendation. (Refer to CUVR 302B). Only those permits that indicate “Handicap Spaces” may utilize such spaces with a temporary permit.
All vehicles bearing a temporary handicap permit MUST give priority to vehicles bearing state-issued licenses or placards.

**406: ENFORCEMENT OF PERMIT REGULATIONS**
Campus Safety and Parking Enforcement officers may issue a warning for these offenses prior to issuing a “Fineable Ticket”.

**407: CITATION ISSUANCE**
While most parking citations are issued at the time of the infraction and placed on the vehicle, the Department of Campus Safety and Security reserves the right to mail the citation to the registrant of the vehicle being cited.